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SABINA: What happened?
[Silence. HADRIAN looks only at ANTINOUS.]
SCHOLAR: Well, it was extraordinary! I’ve never seen anything like it!
JULIA: The lion?
SABINA: Did you find it?
HADRIAN: Yes.
JULIA: Did you kill it?
HADRIAN: [still looking at ANTINOUS] Yes⎯we killed it.
JULIA: Oh, good show!
[ANTINOUS turns and meets HADRIAN’s gaze. SABINA looks from one to the other of them.]
SABINA: What happened?
[Silence. HADRIAN and ANTINOUS only gaze at each other. Realizing that neither is going to
speak, the SCHOLAR takes up the story.]
SCHOLAR: We found it in the desert, sleeping under a tree. [laughing] It was having its
afternoon nap, I guess. But it heard us coming. It got up, blinked, shook its mane, and
started to move away⎯slowly, as if to find a place he wouldn’t be disturbed.
HADRIAN: Antinous charged right in. Bravely.
ANTINOUS: Stupidly.
HADRIAN: He threw his spear⎯
ANTINOUS: ⎯and missed.
SCHOLAR: That got it mad! Suddenly it wasn’t sleepy anymore. It was wide awake. It took
off after Antinous⎯like a shot! It was almost comic!
SABINA: Comic?
SCHOLAR: There was Antinous riding furiously, lion chasing him, the two of us chasing the
lion!
HADRIAN: Then he wheeled around.

JULIA: Antinous or the lion.
ANTINOUS: I did.
SABINA: Why, for God’s sake?
HADRIAN: There was no choice. It was that or die. He took his only chance.
SCHOLAR: This time he got him! Right in the flank!
ANTINOUS: But I came too close. It clawed my horse. Ripped open its neck. I felt it start to
give away beneath me. But somehow⎯maybe sheer terror⎯it righted itself and charged
off⎯
SCHOLAR: ⎯ leaving a trail of blood behind it, Antinous holding on for dear life. And then it
collapsed. The horse. Writhing in the sand. Leaving poor Antinous, standing all alone,
facing the lion across the desert.
SABINA: God!
ANTINOUS: Everything seemed⎯so still. I looked at it. It looked at me. I reached for a
spear, but they’d fallen under my horse. I tried to pull one free. I couldn’t. I started to
run.
SCHOLAR: And this is the extraordinary part⎯the part I never will forget. [to ANTINOUS]
You must have realized⎯didn’t you?⎯there was no hope. No weapon. Nowhere to
hide. No chance of outrunning the beast. Antinous just turned and stood. He faced the
creature down. And it came for him, wounded flank and all⎯streaking like liquid gold
across the desert. One of those pictures that freezes in your mind. There was the lion.
There was Antinous. Waiting like a sacrifice. One moment more, it would have been a
bloody mess. But Hadrian screamed and charged. The lion hesitated just a hairsbreadth.
I couldn’t even tell you what happened next. There was Antinous standing just as still as
before, there was the Emperor trying to control his horse. And there was the lion, stuck
through with a spear and breathing its last.
[Silence.]
JULIA: Splendid, Hadrian! A god-like performance!
SABINA: [to HADRIAN, accusingly] He might have been killed!
HADRIAN: Yes.
ANTINOUS: It happened so fast.
[Pause.]
JULIA: What did it feel like, Antinous? To see that monster hurtling towards you?

ANTINOUS: [softly] It was beautiful.
JULIA: [nonplussed] Well, yes, they’re magnificent, aren’t they? Magnificent creatures.
ANTINOUS: It was beautiful.

